Tuesday Morning January 26, 1965. About 11:00 A.M. Mr. Billy Noble were out in the Madison County Precinct checking on the people house out in the Valley view area, he was out in the folks of the road in Madison county, between the office and the Valley View store, he had a list, and as he got to a person house he will stop and check his list then he will drive on, he didn’t talk to no one but he will stop in front of the people home and check.

He stood in the folks of the road about thirty minute and then he turn south and went toward Sharon Miss., he were still checking on people house, what he were checking for I don’t know, because he didn’t stop to talk to no one, and there were no one in the car with him he were by his self.

I didn’t have a chance to talk to him and no one else he just were checking out in this precinct and the local people house, he was driving very slow like he were looking for someone but he were stopping in front of people house and checking them.

Andrew Lee Green